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THE COMPLETE GUIDE TO WORK LIFE  
BALANCE FOR SCHOOL LEADERS

A Dangerous Myth 

There is a dangerous myth in our education 

system. A myth that it is rarely challenged, and 

as a result it continues to blight the day to day 

leadership experiences of  many school leaders. 

The almost blind acceptance of this myth 

means that many school leaders have a less than 

fulfilling experience of school leadership. The 

power of this myth means that many never quite 

manage to get the balance right between home 

and school life, forever feeling that they are living 

on the edge of burnout.

If this resonates with you, then it is likely that you 

too, may have been living your life as a school 

leader, according to this myth.

Any idea what this myth might be? It is the 

myth that …

“Outstanding schools are only created by 
outstanding leaders; leaders who become 
outstanding because they are willing to 
sacrifice their own well being”

This myth forms part of the collective narrative 

and psyche of school leaders. As such it informs 

at both a conscious and subconscious level the 

choices that individuals make as they seek to fulfil 

their roles and responsibilities both in and outside 

of school.

But it is a dangerous myth and one that must be 

dispelled, for the sake of every school leader’s 

mental and emotional health, and the overall 

wellbeing and happiness of the schools that 

they lead.

If you want to lead a happier, healthier and more 

balanced life as a school leader then read on. 

This short guide will help you understand the key 

actions that you can implement to enable you to 

take better control over your life and achieve a 

greater sense of work life balance.

Dispelling the Myth

The path to achieving greater work life balance 

starts in your mind. It is your thoughts, associated 

responses, related habits and behaviours that 

if left unchecked impact negatively on how 

you respond to the pressures of life both in and 

outside of school. If the myth that, self sacrifice is 

the key to outstanding school leadership,  is to be 

dispelled, then it has to begin with you becoming 

aware of the degree to which you have lived your 

life according to this myth.

One Head teacher that I worked with, reflected 

on her habits prior to entering into a coaching 

relationship with me. She said:

“For years, I had been doing what I do; not 
looking after myself, emotionally mentally, and 
spiritually. I had learned to ignore things that 
had a negative impact on me.”

If you are reading this, then I am sure that you 

have been there and you’ll recognise the voices 

in your head that have told you to keep on going, 

to keep burning the mid-night oil, to miss your 

session at the gym, to cancel the night out with 

your friends, so that you can meet the seemingly 

never ending demands that are upon you. Even 

though all the time that you are following the 
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instructions of the voices in your head, you are 

also noticing that you are finding it harder to 

sleep at night, your health is deteriorating and 

quality time with your loved ones is virtually 

non existent.

It is no wonder then that  your life feels so out 

of kilter!

So it’s time to re-write the story. We can’t have 

you, our lead character in the story facing 

an untimely demise! You have so much to 

offer your school. You have a vision that has 

yet to be fulfilled. You owe it to yourself and 

those who are following your lead to make the 

changes necessary for you to be the leader 

that you truly want to be and to live a balanced 

life as well.

So where do we begin…?

There are two key processes that I am going to 

share with you to help you develop a greater 

sense of control and achieve a better work 

life balance.

1. Stock Taking: You are going to be introduced 

to a coaching exercise that will help you to take 

stock of both your personal and professional 

lives and identify where it might be necessary 

for you to make changes.

2. New Life Maxims: You are going to be 

encouraged to think about new thoughts and 

maxims that you want to live your life by. We 

already know that the volume on the negative 

thoughts is way too high! You need to be 

able to ether turn the volume down or ideally 

switch it off, so that you can allow a new 

narrative to direct your life.

Are you Ready?

If you have read “Staying A Head: The Stress 

Management Secrets of Successful School 

Leaders” you’ll be familiar with this exercise. If 

you haven’t, then it’s the ideal task to help you 

identify initial steps that you can take to help you 

achieve greater work life balance.

1. Stock Taking
I’d like you to pause for a moment and imagine 

that today is your first day in a new senior 

leadership role. 

Take a pen or a pencil and complete the 

personal and professional balance wheels on the 

following pages.

Begin with the end in mind; exactly what do you 

want your personal and professional goals to 

look like?

How to complete your professional life wheel 
– SEE FIGURE A

Vision
Clarify your vision for your end goal for your 

school. Think deeply about the vision you have 

for your school, or the school that you hope to 

lead one day. Write that vision in the centre of the 

wheel. Include as much detail as possible. What 

will you see, hear or feel that will tell you that your 

vision has been achieved? If you prefer, you can 

draw your image of the future – whatever will be 

of most use to you.

Goals
Set goals that are aligned to the fulfilment of the 

vision you have for your school; they will be 

fulfilled through people and the relationships 

you build with them. So for each segment of the 

wheel nearest to your vision, write down a key 

personnel or human-process goal that will need 

to be achieved in order for your school vision 

to become a reality. How do you want your 

senior leadership team to operate? What type of 

relationship do you want with your governors? 

What level of support will you need from your 

admin team?

Action
Decide on the actions needed to bring your goals 

and vision to life. In the outer rim, next to each 

goal, write very clearly the specific action steps 

that you will need to take.
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How to complete your personal life wheel – 
SEE FIGURE B

Vision
Clarify your vision regarding the end goal for you 

as a person. Skipping this part means you may 

achieve your vision for your school, but at a high 

personal cost to yourself. Think deeply about the 

vision you have for yourself as a person – the 

whole you; your life both inside and outside of 

school. Write that vision in the space in the centre 

of the wheel, giving as much detail as possible. 

What will you see, hear or feel that will tell you your 

vision has been achieved? Again, if you prefer, 

draw a picture of your imagined future.

Goals
Set yourself goals that are aligned to the vision of 

what you want for yourself as a person. For each 

segment of the wheel nearest to your personal 

vision, write down key personal goals that will 

need to be achieved in order for your personal 

goals to become a reality. How much time do you 

want to be able to pursue your hobbies? What 

type of relationship do you want with those who 

are nearest and dearest to you?

Action
Decide on the actions required to bring your 

goals and vision to life. In the outer rim next to 

each goal, write very clearly the specific action 

steps you will need to take.
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Figure A: Professional life wheel
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Figure B: Personal life wheel
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STOP, PAUSE AND REFLECT

Now reflect on the following questions:

• How well-aligned are your wheels when you 

compare them side by side?

• As a school leader, how can you ensure that 

your role does not impact negatively on the 

personal goals you have for yourself?

• What will it take for you to achieve satisfaction 

on both a professional and personal level?

• Who else needs to understand what your goals 

are in both areas of your life, and how can they 

support you?

• What are the changes or actions you will need 

to take to ensure that you lead a balanced life 

as a school leader?

2. New Life Maxims
We are now going to turn our attention to the 

thoughts inside your head. If you are like most 

people, you will have gone through life not fully 

aware of the extent to which scripts from your 

past and the environments that you have been 

in, have shaped you and the person that you are 

today. It is these same scripts that will have also 

influenced how you have sought to cope with the 

demands of your role and left unchecked may 

have impacted negatively upon your work life 

balance.

Do your voices/ thoughts in your head tell 

you that …

“You are going to be found out”

“You are not really any good at your job”

“You have to prove to others that you are worth 

the salary that you are paid”

“Everything has to be perfect”

If these words resonate with you, then it’s a fair 

bet to assume that all these voices are doing is 

adding further to the pressure that you are already 

under. They are not making the load that you 

carry any lighter, indeed they are simply making 

it heavier.

As these voices force you to adopt habits and 

ways of being that actually work against you 

being your best self, as they inadvertently feed the 

myth that “outstanding schools are built on the 

self sacrificial behaviours of their leaders”.

But this is madness and you know it’s madness 

and can only ever lead to burnout. As illustrated 

in the diagram below.

Figure C: The Sacrifice Syndrome
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So if you are serious about changing how you 

cope with the demands of school leadership, take a 

moment now to reflect upon the words of mid 19th 

century poet and essayist Ralph Waldo Emerson.

“To be yourself in a world that is constantly 
trying to make you something else is the 
greatest accomplishment”

This is your task as a school leader. To truly discover 

who you are! Not what the LA or the government 

says you should be, but you who know yourself to 

be at your very core. It’s just too exhausting trying to 

be someone else. You have to be yourself.

When you step into your truth, you can then begin 

the processes of replacing old thoughts and their 

negative commentaries, with ones that are truly 

supportive of you and helping you to be your best.

You’d be surprised at just how different your 

experience of life can be when you let these 

supportive voices direct your behaviours.

So starting today, what are the new thoughts/

maxims that you want to live your life by as a 

school leader. See if you can think of at least 

three, that you can practice saying to yourself 

when the voices from the past try to assert 

themselves and seek to get you to fall back into 

old patterns of behaving.

Write your three maxims in the box below. 

My New Life Maxims

1.

2.

3.

In addition, you might find it of help to reflect 

on the diagram below. Your new life maxims 

should support you in being able to move away 

from a self-sacrificial way of working to one in 

which renewal, self-compassion and humanity 

are at the heart of how you manage your self, and 

hence seek to achieve a greater work life balance.

It’ll take practice and change won’t happen over 

night. Remember these voices have been living 

with you for a long time and they won’t take kindly 

to being pushed aside. But give it time and patience 

and you will reap the benefits in both your personal 

and professional lives of being able to adopt 

approaches to stress and pressure that support your 

well-being, as opposed to working against it.

Figure D: The Renewal Cycle


